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Programming Instructions 1034s Timer 
The 1034s has a LED display and at the rear it has a 10 pin plug, plus 2 buttons MODE & SET. 

Pressing the MODE button scroll’s the timer through various programming menu’s 

By pressing SET, this will change the values relevant to the setting in your timer. 

Programming Instructions. 

1. Press and hold MODE button until one of the abbreviations appear for one of the main functions ie BAY, VAC, FVAC, 

SVAC, VEND - to swap your timer function press SET button until the display shows the machine you are 

programming your timer for. 

2. Press the Mode button again and you will be in the currency setting. Domestic, Aus, International Press SET to 

change to AUS/INT. 

3. Press MODE again and *01 will appear - This is where the number of the machine will be stored for the SnC to 

recognize the machine - press SET to change to number required 

4. Press MODE again and ’T’ will appear - use this setting if there is a separate token acceptor - otherwise leave as 01 

5. Press MODE again and ‘A’ will appear - The A controls the number of coins to start the timer - press SET to change 

6. Press MODE again and ‘B’ will appear and will show 0:00 The ‘B’ Menu controls the number of minutes and seconds 

that the timer will operate for each $1.00 deposited. Press the SET button to increase - the first will be minutes 

press MODE to select seconds and SET to change. 

7. Press MODE again and ‘C’ will appear. The ‘C’ controls the time for each additional $1.00 coin deposited - The timer 

sets automatically by dividing the time set in ‘B’ menu by the number of coins in ‘A’ menu, again use the SET button 

to change. 

8. FOR BAY or VAC skip to note 14 The next 5 steps only apply to FVAC,SVAC 

9. Press MODE again - Displays shows NOSW or SW - NOSW prevents switching between Vacuum and Fragrance or 

Vacuum and Shampoo without adding the starting cost. SW - Allows switching between services by recalculating the 

paid time difference - Press SET to change. 
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10. Press MODE again - ’S0:00’ will appear, This number represents the grace time granted to the customer in minutes 

and seconds to add any additional credit to change from a less expensive function to a more expensive function. 

The display will show if more credit is required. 

11. Press MODE again - screen will display D1:00 - This is the starting money to begin the 2nd function such as 

Fragrance or shampoo - Use the SET button to change. 

12. Press MODE again and E2:00 is displayed - this is the initial time purchased in Minutes and seconds - use the SET 

button to change and MODE to move to next digit. 

13. Press MODE again - Display shows F0:15 - this indicates the amount of time granted for the second coin inserted for 

option 2 of the machine. 

14. Press the MODE button again and ‘H’ is displayed. The ‘H’ Menu controls the number of seconds the horn will sound 

when 1 minute is remaining on the timer. Default is 10 seconds. 

15. (SVAC ONLY) Press MODE again I 03 is displayed, which determines the number of blowout cycles to prevent 

freezing - use SET to change this number 

16. Press MODE again- J1:00 is displayed which determines the blowout weeping time in minutes and seconds - use the 

SET button to change. 

17. Press MODE again and K1:00 will be displayed - this determines the REST period between blowout weeps - use SET 

button to change. 

18. Press MODE to finalize the setup. 

 

Please feel free to use the table below to enter your site parameters for quick reference.  
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